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 Cloud Computing delivers computing resources as a service over a network (Internet) 
to the customers. The tasks or jobs of the users would require to be executed in a 

particular order to complete the whole task. Workflow scheduling manages the 

execution of the inter-dependent tasks on the distributed resources. Workflow 

scheduling algorithms are used to allocate the resources to workflow tasks in a manner 

that preserves the dependency constraints. At the same time, the tasks must be 

scheduled efficiently in order to minimize the execution time as well as cost incurred in 
using the heterogeneous resources of the cloud. This paper proposes a multiple criteria 

decision making model for scheduling tasks based on priority and cost. This paper 

extends our earlier work on Artificial Bee Colony algorithm to schedule workflow job 
based on assigned priority while optimizing the cost and execution time. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Cloud Computing is a model for enabling convenient, on demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources, such as, networks, servers, storage, application and services (Amandeep 

Verma, 2014). Cloud services can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimum management effort or 

service provider interaction. The services are commoditized and delivered in a manner similar to traditional 

utilities such as water, electricity, gas, and telephony. In such a model, users can access services based on their 

requirements without regard to where the services are hosted or how they are delivered. Several computing 

paradigms have promised to deliver this utility computing vision and these include cluster computing, Grid 

computing, and more recently Cloud computing.  

 Cloud computing architecture typically consists of a front end and a back end connected by Internet or 

Intranet networks. The front end comprises of client devices which can be thin client, fat client or mobile 

devices (Dervis Karaboga, 2007). The clients need some interface and applications for accessing the cloud 

computing system. The back end consists of the various servers and data storage systems. A central server is 

typically used for administering the cloud system which includes monitoring the overall traffic and fulfilling the 

client demands in an efficient manner.  

 Applications hosted and executed using clouds are often composed from a set of services which form a 

workflow. Workflow processing requires tasks to be executed based on their control and data dependencies. As 

workflow scheduling is a well-known (Elzeki, 2012) NP-complete problem, many heuristic and meta-heuristics 

methods have been proposed for distributed systems like grids. Users may not always need to complete 

workflows earlier than they require and instead, may prefer to use cheaper services with lower Quality of 

Service (QoS) that are sufficient to meet their requirements.  

 Workflow scheduling is one of the key challenging issues in the cloud workflow systems. It allocates 

suitable resources to workflow tasks such that the execution can be completed to satisfy objective functions 

imposed by users. The scheduling process maps and manages the execution of the inter-dependent tasks on the 

distributed resources. Scheduling of workflows is a challenging task especially when many workflows are 

considered. Scheduling algorithms are required to implement the workflow scheduling strategies and also for 

automating the process of scheduling. Proper scheduling can have significant impact on the performance of the 

system and the user’s service requests have to be provisioned with minimal management effort or service 

provider interaction. 
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 This paper proposes a workflow scheduling algorithm that is based on the multiple criteria of job priority 

and optimized execution time. The remaining paper is organized as follows. The related work in the area of 

workflow scheduling for distributed computing is presented under Section 2 “Related work”. The proposed 

work is discussed in the Section 3 “Proposed Workflow Scheduling”. The proposed algorithm has been 

implemented and tested and the results has been presented in the Section 4 “Performance Evaluation”. Section 5 

Conclusion and Future Work concludes the paper. 

 

Related work: 

 Cloud Computing helps user tasks to dynamically provision computing resources at specified locations. 

Workflow scheduling plays a vital role in the workflow management. Proper scheduling can have significant 

impact on the performance and service utilization. 

 Workflow applications can be commonly represented or modelled as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), 

defined by a tuple G (T, E), where T is the set of n tasks {t1, t2,......,tn}, and E is a set of e edges, represent the 

dependencies. Each ti ε T, represents a task in the application and each edge (ti..........tj) ε E represents a 

precedence constraint, such that the execution of tj ε T cannot be started before ti ε T finishes its execution [19]. 

If (ti, tj) ε T, then ti is the parent of tj, and tj is the child of ti. A task with no parent is known as an entry task and 

a task with no children is known as exit task. This is illustrated with an example shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Workflow Application Example. 

 
 Figure 1 shows the dependencies among the different tasks shown as workflow graph G. Task 0 is an entry 

task as it has no parents. Task 9 is the exit task as it has no children. Task 0 is the parent of child tasks 1, 2, 3 

and 4. The parent task has to be executed before the child tasks and the output of parent node acts as an input to 

child node. Task 9 can be executed only after the completion of tasks 5, 6, 7 and 8. The different tasks have to 

be allocated resources for their execution. 

 The workflow scheduling algorithms proposed for Grid Computing have been primarily classified into two 

basic categories: Best effort based scheduling and QoS based scheduling. In traditional community based 

computing paradigms, best effort based scheduling strategies are often applied to only minimize the execution 

time without considering the cost of resources or user task priorities.  

 Amandeep Verma has proposed a scheduling algorithm to schedule workflow tasks over available cloud 

resources that minimizes the execution cost for a given deadline and budget constraints. The focus is not on total 

time taken for execution of the jobs. Fitness of individual is calculated based on the cost. Priority is assigned 

only for first task, other tasks are scheduled randomly. This work has been extended (Ke, 2010) to schedule 

workflows so as to optimize the total cost within the user’s specified budget. Each workflow’s task is assigned 

priority using bottom level (b-level) and top level (t-level). Computation of b-level and t-level for assigning 

priority increases the overall execution time of the associated tasks. 

 Workflow scheduling based on QoS parameters has been proposed. The QoS parameters suggested include 

Cost, time and resource utilization. It is based on multiple criteria decision making model. Here, each job 

requests a resource with determined priority. So comparison matrices of each jobs according to resources 

accessibilities is computed. For each of the comparison matrices priority vectors (vector of weights) are 

computed. The next step is to compute Priority Vector of S (PVS), where S is set of jobs. PVS is calculated by 

multiplying priority vectors and comparison matrices. The final step is to choose the job with maximum 

calculated priority, so a suitable resource is allocated to that job. The list of jobs is updated and the scheduling 

process continues till all the jobs are scheduled to suitable resource. Experimental results indicate that the 

suggested process is relatively complex and issues such as consistency and cost have not been addressed. 

Youchan Zhu, Huili Liang scheduling algorithm is also proposed to schedule tasks according to QoS parameters 

required by the clients. However, user priority of tasks have not been considered. 

 Li Yanga et al have proposed a novel grid scheduling heuristic that adaptively and dynamically schedules 

the task without requiring prior information on the workload of incoming tasks. This uses two types of queue 

namely, waiting queue and execution queue. This approach is based on exploiting information on processing 
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capability of individual grid resources and applying on tasks assigned to the slowest processors. In this approach 

the cost are ignored. 

 Chandrashekhar et al have proposed an algorithm by considering multiple SLA parameter such as memory, 

execution time and bandwidth and resource allocation by prevention mechanism for high priority task execution 

can improve the resource utilization in Cloud. But it does not focus on server optimization. 

 Hu baofang et al have proposed an improved adaptive genetic algorithm (PAGA) based on priority 

mechanism. This approach for job scheduling looks at the combination of least execution time together with 

QoS requirement of customer jobs. An integrated fitness function based on priority is designed to indicate 

optimized object. It overcomes the disadvantage of traditional AGA algorithm and performance has been 

compared with other relative genetic algorithms. 

 Rakesh Kumar Mishra et al have proposed a priority based round-robin service broker algorithm which 

distributes the requests based on the priority of data centers. It provides better performance in comparison with 

the conventional random job selection algorithm. Jng Xiao and Zhiyuan Wang have proposed a priority based 

algorithm for scheduling virtual machines on physical hosts in cloud computing environment. The object is to 

maximize the benefits of the service providers when the current resources are not enough to process all the 

requests in time. The requests have been ranked according to the profits they can bring. They have compared 

their performance with the first-come-first-serve strategy. 

 

Proposed workflow scheduling algorithm: 

 The proposed work looks at the multiple criteria of job priority and optimized cost. The proposed work 

extends our earlier work on Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm for scheduling workflows for cloud 

computing. ABC is an optimization algorithm that is based on the intelligent behavior of honey bee swarm. 

ABC is known to provide optimum solutions to complex problems and has significant advantages when 

compared with random search and enumeration techniques. 

 The proposed algorithm is explained using a sample DAG with 11 tasks shown in Figure 2. Each edge 

weight of DAG represents the data transmission time between the tasks.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Sample DAG. 

 

3.1 Estimated Completion Time (ECT) and Cost: 
 It is computed as an n x m matrix where ECTi,j shows the estimated completion time of a task ti on the 

machine mj. The processor speeds of VM’s are selected randomly in the range of 1000-5000 MIPS and cost of 

using these VM’s is set within a range of 2-10 basic units. The fastest VM is roughly five times more expensive 

than the slowest one. Table 1 shows the expected completion time of various tasks on three different VMs. 

 
Table 1: Expected Completion Time of Tasks on Three VMs. 

VMs / Tasks VM1 VM2 VM3 

T1 3 5 1 

T2 2 3 1 

T3 3 5 1 

T4 2 3 1 

T5 2 3 1 

T6 2 3 1 

T7 2 3 1 

T8 4 6 2 

T9 3 5 1 

T10 2 3 1 

T11 5 7 3 
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Table 2: Shows the cost of execution of the tasks in each VM as well as the computed average cost.  

VMs / Tasks VM1 VM2 VM3 Average Cost 

T1 8 6 10 8 

T2 9 8 10 9 

T3 8 6 10 8 

T4 9 8 10 9 

T5 9 8 10 9 

T6 9 8 10 9 

T7 9 8 10 9 

T8 7 5 9 7 

T9 8 6 10 8 

T10 9 8 10 9 

T11 6 4 8 6 

 

3.2 Priority Assignment: 

 The priority of the tasks specifies the order of execution of the tasks. In the proposed work, the priorities of 

all tasks are computed using m-level (major level). m-level of a task of DAG is defined to be the length of the 

longest path from the task to the entry task without considering the execution time of that task and is given by 

the Equation (1). 

pred(ti) 

m-level (mi) = max [ Σ (dij + mlevel(tj) + wj) + cj]            (1)  

 ti = 1  

 where wj is the average execution time of the task on the different computing machines. pred(tj) includes all 

the parent tasks of tj. dij is the data transmission time from a task ti to tj. cj is the average cost on different 

computing machines.  

 For entry task, that is, a task that has no parents, m-level is taken as zero. The computation of average cost 

cij is explained using the example DAG shown in Figure 2. In the example, Task t7 has three parents: t2, t3 and 

t4. m-level of m-level (t2) is calculated as sum of data transmission from t2 to t7, average execution time(t2) 

which is 7. Likewise m-level of t3 and t4 are calculated. m-level (t7) is next calculated as maximum of m-level 

(t2, t3 t4) + average cost (t7). The maximum value 7 is added with the average cost of t(7) (which is 9) to get m-

level(t7) as 16.  

m-level (t2) = [5+0+2] = 7 

m-level t3 = [1+0+3] = 4 

m-level t4 = [1+0+2] = 3 

m-level(t7) = max(7,4,3) + cost (t7) = 7 +9 = 16 

 Similarly the m-level of all tasks is calculated. The tasks are then sorted in ascending order of m-level to 

decide the order of execution (priorities) of all the tasks and the values are shown in Table 3. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Schedule according to m-level. 

 
Table 3: Order of execution of tasks for the Sample DAG. 

Tasks Average ECT m-level Order of Execution 

1 3 0 1 

T2 2 0 2 

T3 3 0 3 

T4 2 0 4 

T5 2 14 5 

T6 2 15 6 

T7 2 16 7 

T8 4 21 10 

T9 3 20 9 

T10 2 19 8 

T11 5 21 11 
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 The tasks are assigned to different machines according to their order of execution. Figure 3 shows the 

schedules generated according to m-level of sample DAG.  

 Hence VM1 will execute tasks t1, t4, t7 and t8, VM2 will execute t2, t5, t10 and t11, VM3 will execute t3, 

t6 and t9. 

 
Table 4: Schedule according to m-level (priority). 

Tasks /Machines VM1 VM2 VM3 

1 T1 T2 T3 

2 T1 T2 NULL 

3 T1 T2 NULL 

4 T4 T5 T6 

5 T4 T5 T9 

6 T7 T5 NULL 

7 T7 NULL NULL 

8 T8 T10 NULL 

9 T8 T10 NULL 

10 T8 T10 NULL 

11 T8 T11 NULL 

12 NULL T11 NULL 

13 NULL T11 NULL 

14 NULL T11 NULL 

15 NULL T11 NULL 

16 NULL T11 NULL 

17 NULL T11 NULL 

 

 The fitness value is computed as number of iterations to complete the jobs and is seen to be 17. However, 

the service utilization is not optimized as the machines are idle for different periods of time as shown in Table 4. 

 

3.3 ABC Algorithm: 

 The ABC algorithm is now applied to the obtained task schedule. The optimization is carried out in three 

phases: Scheduling of tasks with priority, Improving the cyclic process and Least probability phase, which is 

applied when a best solution is not obtained in the earlier phases. 

 

3.3.1 Scheduling of Tasks with Priority: 

 The employed bee phase of ABC algorithm is first applied. The proposed approach is a population based 

approach, which represents a possible solution in the optimization problem and the fitness value corresponds to 

fitness of the associated solution. A position update process is performed on the m-level task scheduling to 

improve the chances of getting a better processing order of the tasks to be scheduled. Then the fitness of each 

service / task is determined by a fitness function. If the fitness of the service has not improved, then new 

solution is searched for iteratively. The phase is completed when there is no significant improvement in the 

fitness function. The process is explained in greater detail. 

 Each task x in R can be defined using coordinates i and j as: 

xij = position(pi) i=1,2,3,…..n; j=1,2,…..,m           (2) 

 The population obtained using m-level is expressed as:  

[1 4 7 8] 

[2 5 10 11] 

[3 6 9 -] 

 The position update process is done based on equation (2) to get better processing order of the tasks that 

improves the service optimization 

vij = xij + qij (xij - xkj)              (3) 

 where k is a solution in the neighborhood of i, qij is (-1 to 1) which is a random number generated during 

program execution and vij in the neighborhood of xij for the employed bees. 

 The updated position that is obtained is given as 

Cycle1: [[1 4 7 8], [3 6 9 -], [2 5 10 11]] 

Cycle2: [[2 5 10 11], [3 6 9 8], [1 4 7 -]] 

Cycle3: [[3 6 9 8], [2 5 10 11], [1 4 7 -]] 

 The fitness value is once again calculated for the updated neighborhood position and the fitness value 

obtained was 13. This process is repeated and the fitness value obtained for cycles 2 and 3 were 15 and 16. 

Since there is no improvement in the fitness value, the scheduling is forwarded to the next phase to check for 

further improvement. 
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3.3.2 Improving Cyclic Process: 

 The tasks are selected based on the probability values of the particular service. The services with in respect 

to fitness values of the previous phase as: best probability values are updated and the best fitness is selected as 

the best solution. The probability value specifies the relevance of the particular service for the scheduling 

process. The probability values are calculated using equation 4. 

0
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            (4) 

 where, probability (pi) represents the probability value of the task pi and the variable d represent the 

dimension of the process table. The probability of all the tasks are calculated based on the probability equation 

5.  

 f(pi) is defined as the difference in computation time of the particular task to total computation time of all 

the tasks present in that user’s request and is given as: 
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 The fitness of each service is evaluated by a fitness function.  
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 The fitness values of each tasks pi are calculated using the fitness function. For the given example R, total 

computation time of all the tasks are calculated. Fitness value calculated for the three machines are given in 

Table 5.  

 
Table 5: Fitness Values of Services. 

Task Process time f(pi) fit(pi) pi 

T1 3 11-3 = 8 0.11 0.013 

T4 2 9 0.1 0.011 

T7 2 9 0.1 0.011 

T8 4 7 0.125 0.017 

 

 Hence the population is updated with best probability (greater). 

 The services with the best probability values are used in the position update phase, which is similar to the 

previous phase. 

,( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( ))new i i i j i kpos O pos O pos O pos O             (7) 

 The Initial population [[1 4 7 8], [3 6 9 -], [2 5 10 11]] now becomes 

Cycle1: [[2 5 7 11], [3 4 9 -], [1 6 10 8]] 

Cycle2: [[1 8 4 7], [3 6 9 -], [5 2 10 11]] 

Cycle3: [[1 3 2 -], [4 6 5 11], [7 9 10 8]] 

 The fitness value is once again calculated for the updated position and the value obtained was once again 

15. This process was repeated and the fitness value obtained for cycles 2 and 3 were 15 and 16. It can be noted 

that again, there is no improvement in the fitness value and hence the scheduling is forwarded to the next phase 

to check for further improvement. 

 

3.3.3 Random phase: 

 In this phase, a service request with least probability is calculated and that service is replaced with a 

randomly generated service request. This process increases the chances of improving the solution. Then fitness 

of the solution is calculated and position update process is also applied to find out whether there is any 

improvement in the obtained solution. The process is repeated till the best solution is obtained. If a best solution 

is not obtainable, then the process is abandoned and the initial population is taken for scheduling.  

[1, 4, 7, 8] as [4, 1, 7, 8] 

[3, 6, 9, -] as [3, 6, 9, -] 

[2, 5, 10, 11] as [2, 5, 10, 11] 
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Table 6: Fitness Computation for Modified Population. 

Tasks /VMs VM1 VM2 VM3 

1 T4 T3 T2 

2 T4 T3 NULL 

3 T1 T3 NULL 

4 T1 T3 NULL 

5 T1 T3 NULL 

6 T7 T6 T5 

7 T7 T6 NULL 

8 T8 T6 T10 

9 T8 T9 T11 

10 T8 T9 T11 

11 T8 T9 T11 

12 NULL T9 NULL 

13 NULL T9 NULL 

 

 It can be noted that 13 iterations are required to complete all the service requests. Even though the machines 

are idle for different periods of time, there is still as improvement over the initial process. Hence this solution 

can be chosen as the order for executing the user requests.  

 

4. Performance Evaluation: 

 The proposed approach was simulated using cloudsim tool which provides a generalized and extensible 

simulation framework that enables seamless modelling, simulation, and experimentation of emerging cloud 

computing infrastructures and application services.  

 The performance of the proposed algorithm was compared with the Genetic Algorithm (GA) based 

scheduling algorithm given in the related work in section 2. GA starts with an initial set of random solutions 

called population. Each individual in a population is called a chromosome. The crossover, mutation and 

selection operations are applied in the procedure till the specified fitness criteria are reached or a specified 

number of iterations have been completed. The performance was simulated for three different services and 

service requests arranged randomly for a set of 100 users. The fitness value was computed for GA and the 

proposed approach and the results obtained is given in Table 7. 

 
Table 7: Comparison of Fitness Value.   . 

Iteration I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8 I9 I10 

ABC 83 79 71 58 40 29 23 20 19 19 

GA 28 25 26 26 30 30 29 29 29 29 

 

 The results are also graphically represented in Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Fitness Value Comparison. 

 

 It can be seen that GA performs better in the initial iterations. However, the proposed approach reaches a 

better fitness value of 19 as compared to 29 obtained by GA method. Hence the proposed method may be 

considered more efficient as compared to the GA based scheduling.  

  

Conclusion and future work: 
 This paper presents an optimized workflow scheduling for cloud computing. The proposed work considers 

multiple criteria of priority and cost and aims to improve the service utilization while arriving at an efficient 

schedule of tasks. This paper extends our earlier work on Artificial Bee Colony algorithm to schedule workflow 

job based on assigned priority and cost while optimizing the server utilization. The proposed work was 

implemented and performance compared with GA based scheduling. The results showed that the proposed 
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approach work shows an improvement in performance when compared to GA based scheduling. As future work, 

it is planned to extend the work to include other criteria such as, execution time, reliability and availability.  
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